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Abstract: The analysis and application of hybrid energy storage systems (HESSs) in
small-scale standalone microgrids for remote area power supply (RAPS) has received
extensive attention. This application mode has its own characteristics which must be
considered but have not been considered in the existing research. To reflect the common
satisfaction of load demands and maximize the utilization of renewable energy in a
standalone microgrid, a new index named effective rate of energy storage system (ESS) is
proposed. To reflect the true work state of supercapacitor ESS (SC-ESS), the second-level
data of field measurements is used in calculation and analysis. To further enhance the
operational performance of the HESS, a coordinated control strategy based on state
cooperation is adopted. To get a more reasonable and more credible HESS optimization
model, the comparison of existing models and proposed model with different
considerations on cost and life is provided. In addition, a comparative analysis of technical
and economic characteristics improvements is presented for different ESS application
schemes in practical projects.
Keywords: small-scale standalone microgrid; HESS; ESS effective rate; coordinated
control strategy; cost and life; technical and economic optimization
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1. Introduction
The utilization of renewable energy sources, such as wind-turbine power generation (WT),
photovoltaic power generation (PV), etc., can effectively alleviate the increasingly serious problems of
energy crisis and environmental pollution. However, there are still some remote areas not suitable for
independently getting their power supply from large power grids or small conventional power
generators due to economic, environmental and other factors. However, these areas are often rich in
wind energy and solar energy which can be used as distributed generation and to constitute a small
standalone RAPS system [1,2]. These small systems, called standalone microgrids, are an effective
way of solving the problem of villages in remote areas without electricity. WT and PV can exist
simultaneously or only partially in a standalone microgrid. Wind energy and solar energy themselves
are both random and uncontrollable, so their output power can’t satisfy the time-varying load demands.
ESSs can not only provide voltage and frequency support in the form of a main power supply to
maintain system stability, but also have many advantages such as environmental-friendliness,
bidirectional flow of energy, and continuously adjustable charge-discharge power features. Therefore,
ESSs have become an important part of such standalone microgrids [3–5].
Energy storage technology can be divided into energy type and power type. The former has a large
storage capacity and short life cycle, while the latter has a large power density, fast response and long
life cycle. In recent years, energy-type energy storage devices have been commonly used in standalone
microgrids including renewable energy generation [6–10], but the face the challenge of large
fluctuation in charge-discharge power, and even the challenge of frequent switching between
charge-discharge status. This will accelerate the life loss of energy-type energy storage systems which
are sensitive to the charge-discharge process, and severely degrade their performance. If the two types
of energy storage are used as a whole, namely HESS, complementarity of technical characteristics can
be achieved. The typical HESS, which consists of lithium-ion battery ESS (LB-ESS) and SC-ESS,
is commonly used in RASP systems [11–17].
The parameters such as power rating and storage capacity of each sub-ESS, which can directly
affect the overall technical and economic characteristics of HESS, should be optimized. In [18], the
supercapacitor was increased to meet the peak load and reduce the battery capacity configuration in a
PV independent power supply system. In a stand-alone power system with single source HESS
described in [19], the power rating and storage capacity configurations for two ESSs have been
analyzed, and the comparison between a HESS and a single energy storage system (SESS) is given.
A method for configuring HESS capacities for a WT/PV autonomous multi-microgrids cluster has
been presented [20] based on the maximum off-grid time of allowable continuous running, and the
expected stable system operation time under extreme conditions. Capacity optimization of battery
arrays and supercapacitor arrays are proposed to minimize one-time investment and operation costs for
a WT/PV standalone system in [21]. The optimization results of HESS based on the total cost is given
in [22] for a PV off-grid power system. The sum of capital cost and balancing cost is the objective
function of the total cost optimization in a WT independent system described in [23], and the results
show that HESS is better than SESS.
Through analysis, research on HESS optimization of independent microgrids should be focused on
HESS control strategy, data interval, cost consideration factors, energy storage life quantization and
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system constraints. In addition to [19] using a first-order filter to allocate load power, HESSs in the
above studies are all controlled by a simple rule, i.e., batteries to meet the load energy demand and
supercapacitors to meet the instantaneous pulse loads. The technological complementarities of HESS
can’t be fully utilized because there is no coordination between the two types of ESSs. In a small-scale
RAPS stand-alone microgrid, the storage capacity of SC-ESS can’t be too large based on the
considerations of application requirements and economic cost. In general, the rated power discharge
duration of a SC-ESS is no more than several hundred seconds. However, the data interval of WT, PV
and load in these studies can be basically one hour, or even a month [21], and the true working states
of SC-ESS are not reflected. The storage arrays are connected to the power supply system through a
Power Convert System (PCS), so a HESS consists of several sub-ESSs storage array components and
the corresponding PCSs. The optimization considering cost of storage arrays alone will affect the
credibility of the study results. At the same time, the battery life quantification is considered only
in [19], and battery life is simply computed as an equivalent number of charge-discharge cycles. There
is no consideration of life quantization for supercapacitors and PCSs. Further, Loss of Power Supply
Probability (LPSP) or Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) [20,22,23] are taken as system constraints in
the above HESS optimizations of independent microgrids. The indexes only reflect the satisfaction of
load power, and can’t accurately reflect the system requirements when renewable generation is included.
Aiming at the insufficiencies of existing research, a new index is proposed in this paper to
accurately reflect the satisfactory rate of net load in a standalone microgrid. In order to reflect the true
work state of SC-ESS, field measurements data with small enough time intervals is used for calculation
and analysis. Compared with considering only power allocation in HESS control, the necessity of
using the coordinated control strategy based on state cooperation is analyzed. Optimization models are
established to reflect the impact of HESS optimization without a comprehensive consideration of cost
and life, and to analyze the merits of common ESS application schemes in practical projects.
2. A Small-Scale Standalone Microgrid and ESSs
2.1. System Structure of a Standalone Microgrid for RAPS
A RAPS system described above is a small-scale off-grid system consisting of loads, ESSs and
distributed renewable energy generation. The system is a standalone microgrid taking ESSs as the
main power supply for power balance and system stability. A system structure of the microgrid for AC
applications considered in this paper is shown in Figure 1.
The load demands are the requirement of time-varying power from AC BUS to the load shown as
PLD in Figure 1. PDG shown in Figure 1 is the sum of output powers of distributed generation sent to
the AC BUS. The distributed generation consists of renewable energy generation sources, such as WT,
PV and so on, which should be utilized as much as possible. The distributed generation sources can’t
maintain the system stability and power balance because their output powers are random, intermittent
and uncontrollable. The balance node is ESSs which can absorb and output power satisfying the
system requirement within the allowable range. HESS or SESS consisting of energy-type ESS can be
used here. Pout_ESS shown in Figure 1 is the total charge-discharge power of ESSs, i.e., the
bi-directional power flow between ESSs and the AC BUS. At the same time, the sum of load demands
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and distributed generations can be regarded as the net load of this system Pnet_LD shown in Figure 1. If
the direction to AC BUS is defined as the positive direction, the values of PLD and PDG are negative
and positive, respectively, and the values of Pout_ESS and Pnet_LD both can be positive or negative.

Figure 1. Configuration diagram of a standalone microgrid.
2.2. The Proposed Index Named ESS Effective Rate
In the existing research on HESS optimization in standalone microgrids, the indexes LPSP or LOLP
are used as system constraints [20,22,23]. As some of the most common reliability indices, LPSP and
LOLP are both indexes that show the system performance under a particular load. LPSP or LOLP
actually are the ratio of load energy shortage and total load energy demand as shown as Equation (1),
which ranges from 0 to 100%. In the discrete calculation with the same time interval, this value is
equal to the ratio of load power shortage and total load power demand. When LPSP or LOLP is equal
to 100%, the load is never satisfied and the system should be redesigned. When LPSP or LOLP is
equal to 0, the system is able to supply the power to the load all the time:
NT

Lpro  100%   Ploss _ LD ( n )  Tcom 
n 1

NT

 P
n 1

LD ( n )

 Tcom 

(1)

According to the positive direction as shown in Section 2.1, the value of load is negative because it
absorbs energy from the AC bus, and the value of DG output is positive because it outputs energy to
the AC bus. Therefore, the value of load energy shortage and total load energy demand are both
negative. When PLD + PDG ≤ 0, the DG output is equal to or less than the load demand. In this case, the
microgrid is under the state of power requirement, and this can be cumulatively calculated in LPSP or
LOLP. When PLD + PDG > 0, the DG output is more than the load demand, and the power supply of
microgrid is in an overabundance with respect to the load demand. Although this state often occurs in
actual operation, it can’t be reflected in the calculation of LPSP or LOLP. In other words, the indexes
LPSP or LOLP can only count the negative part of the net load which is the sum of load demand and
DG output, as shown in Equation (2):

Ploss _ LD ( n )  min  PLD ( n )  PDG ( n ) , 0   Pnet _ LD ( n )

(2)

However, in the standalone microgrid which is different from the traditional power grid, not only
should the load demand be met, but also renewable energy generation sources should be utilized as
much as possible. When all the renewable energy generation output power has been fully utilized,
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a new index is needed to show the system performance under the particular load and renewable energy
generation situation. Therefore, the effective rate of ESS is proposed to reflect the degree to which the
net load demand is satisfied. The effective rate RESS is computed using Equation (3). In order to get the
power balance of a microgrid system, the sum of DG output, load power demand and ESS output
should be equal to 0, so the reference value of ESS power output is calculated using Equation (4):
NT

RESS  (1 

 P
n 1

ref _ ESS ( n )
NT


n 1

 Pout _ ESS ( n )  Tcom

Pref _ ESS ( n )  Tcom





)  100%

Pref _ ESS ( n )  ( PLD ( n )  PDG ( n ) )   Pnet _ LD ( n )

(3)

(4)

The subscript “ESS” represents the current ESS, which can be SESS or HESS. The numerical range
of RESS is [0, 100%]. In a standalone microgrid taking ESS as balance node, the smaller the difference
between the actual output power of the ESS and the net load is, the bigger the value of RESS is, and the
higher the requirements for ESS. Only when the two above are always exactly equal, RESS is 100%.
Similar with the reliability requirement, the constraint of ESS effective rate Rset can be set for
optimization analysis of ESS in a standalone microgrid. A penalty cost Cpen_ESS is needed because the
requirement of effective rate must be satisfied in the optimization. In Equation (5), F is a fixed value
which is much bigger than other costs:

0, RESS  Rset
C pen _ ESS  
 F , RESS  Rset

(5)

2.3. General Mathematical Model of ESSs
In order to perform an optimization study of HESS, suitable mathematical models must be
established. Although LB and SC have different technical characteristics, they are both energy storage
technologies which can be charged and discharged as required through corresponding PCS. A general
mathematical model available for LB-ESS and SC-ESS is presented in [24–30]. As shown in
Equations (6)–(8), this model includes the computation of power output limits and state of charge
(SOC) for ESSs. Moreover, the effect of self-discharge rate and charge-discharge efficiency is
considered making the model more credible and effective:
Pclmt _ ESS (n) =  min{[S max_ ESS  (1   ESS )S ESS (n-1) ]

, Pc max_ ESS }

(6)

, Pd max_ ESS }

(7)

(1   ESS ) S ESS ( n 1)  Pout _ ESSc _ ESS Tcom Er _ ESS , ( Pout _ ESS  0)

Pout _ ESS Tcom

S
(1

)
,


ESS
ESS
(
n
1)


E

( Pout _ ESS  0)
d _ ESS r _ ESS


(8)

Pdlmt _ ESS (n) =min{[(1   ESS )S ESS (n-1)  Smin_ ESS ]

S ESS (n)

Er _ ESS

 c _ ESS Tcom

d _ ESS Er _ ESS
Tcom
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3. Control Strategy of HESS
3.1. The Basic Control Strategy Considering Power Allocation Only
The existing work of HESS control in the standalone microgrid merely focuses on power allocation,
and the methods used in [18–23] are simple rule and first-order filter. In the simple rule method,
SC-ESS is used to meet pulse loads. However, the charge-discharge power of LB-ESS may still be
changing rapidly, which will adversely affect the LB life. Although there are some other methods
applicable to power allocation in all the research on HESS control, the first-order filtering method is
the most common and widely accepted one. Through this method, the high-frequency parts of power
fluctuations are borne by SC-ESS, and LB-ESS satisfies the rest, which is relatively flat. This can
make full use of the advantages of SC and be conducive to delayed LB life loss. The basic control
strategy considering power allocation only is the first-order filtering method shown as Equations (9)
and (10):

Pout _ SC ( s )  PHESS ( s )  [sT f / (1  sT f )]

(9)

Pout _ LB ( s)  PHESS ( s)  Pout _ SC ( s)  PHESS ( s) / (1  sT f )

(10)

3.2. The Coordinated Control Strategy Based on State Cooperation
In order to optimize the overall adjustment ability and improve the overall performance, the
coordination between two HESS ESSs should be considered. A control strategy proposed in [31]
considers the state coordination between two ESSs and can improve the overall performance of HESS.
The strategy mainly includes four parts: the primary allocation of power commands, status adjustment
of SC-ESS, coordination of overcharge and over-discharge protection and coordination of maximum
power limit protection. The control flow of this coordinated control strategy based on state cooperation
is shown in Figure 2.
The computation of primary allocation is same as Equations (9) and (10), where Tf is the initial
value Tf0. When optimizing the overall adjustment ability, Tf can be repeatedly adjusted within the
permissible range [Tfmin, Tfmax] in steps of ΔTf. Figure 3 illustrates the principle of overall adjustment
ability optimization as the core part of the coordinated control strategy, where SOC of SC-ESS is
dynamically adjusted according to charge-discharge status of LB-ESS [32]. It shows that charging
margin is reserved in SC-ESS when LB-ESS is discharging, and discharging margin is reserved in
SC-ESS when LB-ESS is charging. Then there will be an enhanced response capability for
instantaneous power changes, an optimization of charge and discharge process for SC-ESS, and an
improvement of overall performance for HESS. Hence, a new index named as SOC coordinated
response margin of SC-ESS is denoted by ΔSco_SC, which is numerically equal to (Smax_SC -SLBd_SC) or
(SLBc_SC -Smin_SC).
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the coordinated control strategy for HESS.

Figure 3. Coordination control diagram of overall adjustment.
4. Cost Calculation and Life Quantification of HESS
The costs of HESS primarily include the initial investment cost and the loss equivalent cost. The
initial investment cost is the purchase and other expenses of HESS, which is a one-time investment
cost. The loss equivalent cost is the depreciation expense of HESS within a certain time, which is a
comprehensive cost, namely a form of life cycle cost. Owing to the different characteristics of different
components, depreciation of HESS can’t simply to use the service life, and the life of different
components should be quantified separately.
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4.1. Initial Investment Cost of HESS
The HESS in this paper consists of the LB arrays, the SC arrays and the two corresponding PCSs.
The energy storage arrays typically consist of energy storage modules with series-parallel connection,
which largely determines the ESS storage capacity. The total initial investment cost of LB storage
arrays and SC storage arrays is computed by Equation (11). In practical applications, PCS usually is a
standard equipment package which largely determines the power limits of ESS. The initial investment
cost of PCSs is a fixed value under the determined level of rated power of ESSs. The initial investment
cost of LB-ESS, SC-ESS and the whole HESS are computed using Equations (12), (13) and (14):

Cinitial _ HESSarr  Cunit _ LB Er _ LB  Cunit _ SC Er _ SC

(11)

Cinitial _ LB  Cunit _ LB Er _ LB  CPCS _ LB

(12)

Cinitial _ SC  Cunit _ SC Er _ SC  CPCS _ SC

(13)

Cinitial _ HESS  Cinitial _ LB  Cinitial _ SC

(14)

4.2. Life Quantification and Loss Equivalent Cost of Storage Arrays in LB-ESS
The useful life of the LB has an important impact on the overall performance of HESS, because the
service lifetime of LBs is much shorter than that of other HESS components. Therefore, the
quantification life and loss equivalent cost of LB are important indexes measuring the technical and
economic characteristics of HESS. The LB lifetime is typically defined as cycle life or calendar life
corresponding with the degenerative process from the nominal energy capacity to its 80%
level [33–36]. A LB capacity degradation algorithm suitable for practical applications and irregular
charge-discharge applications in particular is proposed in [33], as a function of the equivalent
throughput cycles, the average SOC, the normalized SOC deviation and the operating temperature. The
algorithm shown in Equation (15) validated by experiments and actual operation has repeatedly been
cited or applied directly in [34–40]:
M

Larray _ LB   DLB (m) / Dlmt _ LB
m 1


Ta _ ref
]
DLB (m)  D2  exp[ KT (TLB  Tref ) 
Ta _ LI


 D2  D1  exp[4 K SOC ( S avg _ LB  0.5)]  [1  DLB (m  1)]

 D  K N  exp( S dev _ LB  1  Ta _ ref )  0.2
co LB
 1
K ex
Ta _ LB  life _ LB


(15)

where Dlmt_LB = 0.2, Tref =25 °C, Ta_ref = Tref +273, Ta_LB = TLB + 273, KT = 0.0693, Kco = 3.66e-5,
Kex = 0.717, KSOC = 0.916 [33]. The coefficients KT, Kco, Kex, KSOC are typical values used as empirical
constants of a particular LB, and can be amended in accordance with the lifetime data for different LBs.
The degradation of LB capacity changes from 0 (when LB is new) to 1 (when the capacity of LB
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degenerates to 0). Dlmt_LB = 0.2 means that the actual capacity of LB degenerates to 80% of its nominal
capacity. The cycle uses number or usage time length from 0 to Dlmt_LB, namely cycle life or calendar
life of LB.
The loss equivalent cost considering life quantification of storage arrays in LB-ESS is computed
as follows:

Closs _ LBarr  Larray _ LB Carray _ LB

(16)

4.3. Overall Life Quantification and Total Loss Equivalent Cost of HESS
In order to more accurately reflect the performance of HESS, the life of each component should be
quantified. The number of SC charge-discharge cycles is more than one million times, which is more
than LB as shown in [15,41], soan approximate calculation model is used for lifetime quantization of
SC arrays. The lifetime loss coefficient of storage arrays in SC-ESS is approximately the ratio of used
cycles and its total cycles, which is computed by Equation (17). The loss equivalent cost considering
life quantification of storage arrays in SC-ESS is computed with Equation (18):

Larray _ SC  N cycle _ SC / Ntotal _ SC

(17)

Closs _ SCarr  Larray _ SC Carray _ SC

(18)

Various PCSs used in LB-ESS and SC-ESS usually work uninterruptedly, and their power electronic
devices have a limited service lifetime. Without taking into account any failure, the lifetime loss
coefficient of PCS is approximately the ratio of running time and corresponding service lifetime. The
coefficient is computed by Equation (19):

Lloss _ PCS  T / Tlife _ PCS

(19)

The total loss equivalent cost of each ESS and HESS are computed as follows:

Closs _ LB  Closs _ LBarr  Lloss _ PCS CPCS _ LB

(20)

Closs _ SC  Closs _ SCarr  Lloss _ PCS CPCS _ SC

(21)

Closs _ HESS  Closs _ LB  Closs _ SC

(22)

4.4. Impact Analysis Models of Different Cost and Life Considerations
The consideration of cost and life in optimization of HESS is not comprehensive in the existing
research [18–23], and the optimized results may not be the best overall. In this paper, an overall
optimization model shown by Equation (26) is established considering the life quantification and cost
conversion of each HESS component. For comparative analysis, three different optimization objective
functions based on different cost and life considerations, shown as Equations (23), (24) and (25), are
set to indicate the lack of existing research. The total initial investment cost and total loss equivalent
cost of HESS in four different optimized results are compared to analyze the changes of overall
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technical and economic characteristics of HESS. The HESSs all use the coordinated control strategy
based on state cooperation, and satisfy the net load demand of a standalone microgrid for RAPS.
Optimization Objective 1, to minimize the total initial investment cost of storage arrays in HESS:

min(Copt1_ HESS )  min(Cinitial _ HESSarr  C pen _ ESS )

(23)

Optimization Objective 2, to minimize the initial investment cost of the whole HESS:

min(Copt 2 _ HESS )  min(Cinitial _ HESS  C pen _ ESS )

(24)

Optimization Objective 3, to minimize the loss equivalent cost of storage arrays of LB-ESS:

min(Copt 3_ HESS )  min(Closs _ LBarr  C pen _ ESS )

(25)

Optimization Objective 4, to minimize the total loss equivalent cost of the HESS:

min(Copt 4 _ HESS )  min(Closs _ HESS  C pen _ ESS )

(26)

In all these optimization models, the parameters to be optimized are power ratings and storage
capacities of LB-ESS and SC-ESS, and control parameters of HESS, i.e., Pr_LB, Er_LB, Pr_SC, Er_SC, Tf0
and ΔSco_SC. The thing to note is that, the storage capacity of ESS is mainly affected by energy storage
arrays, and the output power limits of ESS are mainly affected by PCS. The increase or decrease of
module number in energy storage arrays can make an approximately continuous change in storage
capacity of ESS. PCSs generally use standard equipment packages in the engineering applications.
Then the rated output power of ESSs is usually one of the few optional specification values, such as 50,
100, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500 kW, etc.
The constraints of four optimization models are the output power limits and SOC operation range of
LB-ESS and SC-ESS, and the allow range of SOC coordinated response margin, as shown in
Equations (27)~(31):

Pclmt _ LB  Pout _ LB  Pdlmt _ LB

(27)

S min _ LB  S LB  S max_ LB

(28)

Pclmt _ SC  Pout _ SC  Pdlmt _ SC

(29)

S min_ SC  S SC  S max_ SC

(30)

0  S co _ SC  ( S max_ SC  S min_ SC )

(31)

The flowcharts of algorithm for impact analysis models of Different Considerations in Cost and Life
are shown in Figure 4 as follows.
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Figure 4. Flowcharts of algorithm for impact analysis models of Different Considerations
in Cost and Life.
5. Comparative Analysis Models of ESSs under Different Application Schemes
In the practical engineering applications of standalone microgrids for RAPS, ESSs may be
configured in three ways. They are SESS used alone, SESS newly increased based on the existing
SESS, and HESS used directly. Optimization models aiming at minimizing the total loss equivalent
cost of the current ESS are established to comparatively analyze the three application schemes.
5.1. SESS Used Only
When SESS is used, ESS usually adopts an energy-type ESS such as LB-ESS which can be
controlled by a Vf pattern. The optimization model of SESS used alone is shown as Equation (32). The
parameters to be optimized are Pr_LB and Er_LB. The constraint conditions are shown by Equations (27)
and (28):
min(Copt _ SESS )  min(Closs _ LB  C pen _ ESS )

(32)
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5.2. SC-ESS Increased Newly Based on the Existing SESS
The optimization model of Supercapacitor-Added ESS (SAESS) based on SESS of the existing
project is shown by Equation (33). The power rating and storage capacity of LB-ESS are the same as
when SESS alone is used, and will not be changed. The parameters to be optimized are Pr_SC, Er_SC, Tf0
and ΔSco_SC. The constraint conditions are shown by Equations (27)~(31):

min(Copt _ SAESS )  min(Closs _ LB  Closs _ SC  C pen _ ESS )

(33)

5.3. HESS Used Directly
The optimization model of HESS used directly is shown by Equation (34). The parameters to be
optimized are Pr_LB, Er_LB, Pr_SC, Er_SC, Tf0 and ΔSco_SC. The constraint conditions are shown in
Equations (27)~(31):

min(Copt _ HESS )  min(Closs _ LB  Closs _ SC  C pen _ ESS )

(34)

In addition, as an auxiliary index for analysis, the total initial investment cost of ESSs under the
three application schemes is computed using Equations (35), (36) and (37), respectively:

Ctotal _ SESS  Cinitial _ LB

(35)

Ctotal _ SAESS  Ctotal _ SESS  Cinitial _ SC

(36)

Ctotal _ HESS  Cinitial _ LB  Cinitial _ SC

(37)

6. Case Studies
6.1. System Demand and ESS Parameters
The net load curve of one day shown as Figure 5 is the second-level data of field measurements in a
standalone microgrid project. The parameters are set as Rset = 99.9%, ΔTf = 1, F = 10,000$. The main
parameters of LB-ESS and SC-ESS are provided in Table 1, where the matching PCSs typically have a
lifetime of 10 years, and their initial investment costs are shown in Table 2. A single-stage PCS is used
for LB-ESS, and a dual-stage PCS is used for SC-ESS.
Table 1. Main parameters setting of two ESSs.
Parameter type
Operating range of SOC
SOC threshold of over-charge protection
SOC threshold of over-discharge protection
Initial value of SOC
Charge and discharge efficiency
Self-discharge rate (%·s−1)
Unit capacity cost ($·kWh−1)

LB-ESS
0.25~0.95
0.9
0.3
0.8
90%
0
655.7

SC-ESS
0.2~0.9
0.85
0.25
0.8
95%
0.00017
157,377.0
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Table 2. Initial investment cost of the matching PCS for LB-ESS and SC-ESS.
Pr_PCS (kW)
CPCS_LB (104·$)
CPCS_SC (104·$)

50
1.00
1.21

100
1.97
2.36

200
3.77
4.52

250
4.61
5.54

300
5.41
6.49

400
6.89
8.26

500
8.20
9.84

500

Pnet_LD
/kW
P/kW
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Figure 5. Net load curve of the standalone microgrid in one day.
6.2. Comparison of HESS Operation under Different Control Strategies
A case is presented to analyze the difference between the basic control strategy and the coordinated
control strategy. Through the comparison of HESS operation under different control strategies, the
strategy which will be used for further research can be determined. The operation of HESS using two
strategies to satisfy the net load shown in Figure 4 should be compared through the case study. In order
to maintain comparability, i.e., the effectiveness of comparative analysis results for different control
strategies, the constraint of ESS effective rate should always be fully met. Therefore, HESS should
have a redundant configuration based on net load demand. Combined with analysis of Figure 4, the
rated output power and rated storage capacity of LB-ESS and SC-ESS are set as 500 kW/1,000 kWh
and 500 kW/10 kWh, respectively.
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Figure 6. Output power and SOC of two ESSs using two strategies when Tf = 15.
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Figure 7. Output power and SOC of two ESSs using two strategies when Tf = 30.
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Figure 8. Output power and SOC of two ESSs using two strategies when Tf = 45.
The main control parameters of HESS using the two strategies are Tf0 and ΔSco_SC. The value of
ΔSco_SC is set as 0.35 the median of the margin indictor and remains unchanged, because it exists only
in the coordinated control strategy. The changes of Tf0 may result in changes of HESS operation under
both control strategies. It is necessary to exclude the impact of comparative analysis results of different
control strategies by the filter time constant. So the HESS operation curves using different control
strategies are given as Figures 6‒8 when Tf0 is 15, 30 and 45, respectively.
The comparative analysis of Figures 6‒8 shows that, although there are some differences in the
details due to the variation in filter time constant, the variation trends of output power and SOC of
LB-ESS and SC-ESS are the same. This conclusion is applicable to both when the basic control
strategy is used and the coordinated control strategy is used. No matter which control strategy is used
and how much the filter time constant is, the high-frequency parts of power fluctuations are borne by
SC-ESS, and the LB-ESS satisfies the remaining non-high-frequency parts. The advantages of
different types of ESSs are utilized reasonably.
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At the same time, the SOC variation trends of SC-ESS are mainly related to control strategy. For all
three cases where filter time constant changes, the SOC of SC-ESS when using the basic control
strategy is close to its limit for a long time in the absence of an orderly control. This will result in a
significant decrease in their ability to participate in the system power regulation. By contrast, state
adjustment of SC-ESS using the coordinated control strategy keeps its SOC in a reasonable range all
the time. Through the cooperation between two ESSs, a certain ability to regulate power is always
maintained. Therefore, compared with the basic control strategy, the coordinated control strategy has a
better performance for HESS operations.
6.3. Comparative Analysis Based on Different Cost and Life Considerations
After determining the HESS control strategy, the comparative analysis of the proposed optimization
model and the existing optimization models can be undertaken. With regard to the four different cost
and life considerations, the proposed optimization models are solved by a Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) algorithm. The optimal results are given as Table 3, and the total initial investment cost and
total loss equivalent cost of HESS based the corresponding optimal results are given in Table 4.
Table 3. Optimal results of four different considerations in cost and life.
Optimal
results

Optimized objectives

Optimized parameters
Pr_LB

Er_LB

Pr_SC

Er_SC

Tf0

(kW)

(kWh)

(kW)

(kWh)

(s)

ΔSco_SC

Cinitial_HESSarr

Cinitial_HESS

Closs_LBarr

Closs_HESS

Cpen_ESS

Copt_HESS

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

4

opt1

500

779.4

300

1.73

15

0.52

78.3 × 10

——

——

——

0

78.3 × 104

opt2

500

779.4

300

1.73

15

0.52

——

93.0 × 104

——

——

0

93.0 × 104

opt3

500

749.6

300

5.92

43

0.68

——

——

406.3

——

0

406.3

opt4

500

756.8

300

3.17

24

0.63

——

——

——

467.9

0

467.9

Table 4. Comparison of initial investment cost and loss equivalent cost based on optimal results.
Optimal

Loss equivalent cost

Initial investment cost
Carray_LB

CPCS_LB

Carray_SC

CPCS_SC

Cinitial_HESS

Closs_LBarr

Closs_LB

Closs_SCarr

Closs_SC

Closs_HESS

(104·$)

(104·$)

(104·$)

(104·$)

(104·$)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

opt1

51.1

8.2

27.2

6.5

93.0

443.2

465.7

25.2

27.0

492.7

opt2

51.1

8.2

27.2

6.5

93.0

443.2

465.7

25.2

27.0

492.7

opt3

49.2

8.2

93.2

6.5

157.0

406.3

428.7

44.8

46.6

475.3

opt4

49.6

8.2

49.9

6.5

114.2

415.9

438.3

27.8

29.6

467.9

results

The analysis combined with the optimization results in Table 3 and Table 4 shows that:
1.

The initial investment cost of HESS is optimized in both Objective 1 and Objective 2, and the
difference is whether to consider the cost of matched PCS. The optimized results are the same
for both objectives, because PCSs in practical engineering applications are usually standard
equipment packages. The rated output power of PCS has only a few optional specification
values. This characteristic of non-continuous changes makes the initial investment cost of
matched PCS relatively fixed. However, if this part of the cost has not counted in the project
budget, a poor decision will be made. For example, an additional expense of 0.147 million
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dollars will be produced in this case study. Therefore, to minimize the amount of capital in
initial investment of HESS, optimization using Objective 2 is more reasonable.
The data comparing optimization when using Objective 2, Objective 3 and Objective 4 is
analyzed to obtain the differences between minimizing the initial investment cost and
minimizing the loss equivalent cost. The initial investment cost of whole HESS when using
Objective 2 is 0.930 million dollars, which is 0.640 million dollars lower than using Objective
3 with a decline of 40.75%, and 0.212 million dollars lower than using Objective 4 with a
decline of 18.55%. At the same time, the total loss equivalent cost of HESS when using
Objective 2 is 492.7 dollars, which is 17.4 dollars more than using Objective 3 with an increase
of 3.67%, and 24.8 dollars more than using Objective 4 with an increase of 5.29%. Compared
with the cost when optimizing the loss equivalent cost, although the initial investment cost of
whole HESS when optimizing the initial investment cost is lower, the total loss equivalent cost
of HESS per unit time is significantly higher. As a result, from the point of life cycle cost, the
overall performance of HESS is better when optimizing the loss equivalent cost.
The life loss and cost conversion of storage arrays in LB-ESS are considered in Objective 3,
and the life loss and cost conversion of whole HESS are considered in Objective 4. The life of
storage arrays in LB-ESS is much less than the life of other components in HESS, so it is the
main factor in HESS performance. As shown in Table 4, the minimum total loss equivalent cost
of HESS is 467.9 dollars, i.e., the result when using Objective 4. When using Objective 3, the
total loss equivalent cost of HESS is 475.3 dollars, which is only 7.3 dollars more than the
optimal value with a difference of 1.57%. That is to say that, an approximately optimal value is
obtained when using Objective 3. Meanwhile, the loss equivalent cost of storage arrays in
LB-ESS is lowest when using Objective 3, which is 9.6 dollars lower than when using
Objective 4 with a decline of 2.32%. The initial investment cost of whole HESS when using
Objective 3 is 0.428 million dollars more than when using Objective 4 with an increase of
37.48%. Hence, the economic cost when using Objective 3 is difficult to accept, although the
loss equivalent cost of storage arrays in LB-ESS can be lowest and an approximate minimum
of total loss equivalent cost of HESS can be obtained.

In summary, taking the total loss equivalent cost of HESS as optimization objective is best. The
technical and economic characteristics of HESS will be optimal only when the life quantification and
cost conversion of all storage arrays and matched PCSs are taken into account. When considering
storage arrays only, there will be a poor decision of initial investment in the project budget and an
approximate optimal result of HESS overall performance. Although the optimization of HESS overall
technical and economic characteristics is very important, the optimization of HESS initial investment
is also important especially when considering capital as a decision-making factor in the project.
6.4. Comparative Analysis Based on Different ESS Application Schemes
Through the analysis for the same scheme of ESS application in Section 6.3, the overall
optimization can be achieved only when the technical and economic impact of all devices in HESS are
considered. In the practical engineering, there are some different ESS application schemes. The
comparative analysis based on the different application schemes of ESSs are discussed in this section.
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For the three schemes of SESS used alone, SC-ESS newly increased and HESS used directly, the proposed
optimization models are solved by the PSO algorithm, and the optimal results are given as follows.
Table 5. Optimization results of ESSs in three schemes.
Optimal
results
SESS used
only

Optimized parameters
Pr_LB

Er_LB

Pr_SC

Er_SC

Loss equivalent cost

Tf0

ΔSco_SC

Closs_LB

Closs_SC

Initial investment cost

Closs_HESS

Cinitial_LB

Cinitial_SC

Cinitial_HESS

(104·$)

(104·$)

($)

($)

($)

(104·$)

——

577.7

——

577.7

59.4

——

59.4

28

0.54

456.7

30.6

487.4

——

62.8

122.3

24

0.63

438.3

29.6

467.9

57.8

56.4

114.2

(kW)

(kWh)

(kW)

(kWh)

(s)

500

781.5

——

——

——

——

——

300

3.58

500

756.8

300

3.17

SC-ESS
increased
newly
HESS used
directly

The analysis based on the sheet data above shows that:
1.

2.

3.

As shown in the optimal results of the three schemes, the loss equivalent cost of LB-ESS is
577.7, 456.7 and 438.3 dollars, respectively. Compared with the loss equivalent cost of
LB-ESS when SESS is used alone, this cost is decreased by 20.9% when SC-ESS is newly
increased, and decreased by 24.1% when HESS is used directly. The data analysis above shows
that, compared with SESS used alone, the utilization of SC-ESS can effectively reduce the life
loss equivalent cost of LB-ESS.
Compared with SESS used alone, an additional initial investment cost of 0.628 million dollars
is needed after SC-ESS is newly increased. However, the total loss equivalent cost of HESS in
the simulation time is reduced from 577.7 dollars to 487.4 dollars, which is decreased by 15.6%
based on the cost of SESS. This indicates that the initial investment cost is increased because of
a newly increased SC-ESS, but the total loss of ESSs demanded by a standalone microgrid is
effectively reduced in unit time, so the technical and economic characteristics are much better
than SESS.
After overall optimization of HESS used directly, the total loss equivalent cost has been
decreased to 467.9 dollars, which represents a significant decreased amplitude of 19.0%
compared with SESS used alone. In addition, compared with optimization of SC-ESS increased
newly, the overall optimization of HESS used results in a decrease of the total initial
investment cost from 1.223 to 1.142 million dollars, i.e., a savings 80.7 thousand dollars in the
initial investment cost. Therefore, the technical and economic characteristics have a further
enhance after overall optimization of HESS used directly.

Meanwhile, combined with the optimal results in Table 3, output power curves and SOC curves of
various ESSs in three schemes are shown as follows.
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Figure 9. The output power curves of LB-ESS in the three schemes.
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Figure 10. The SOC curves of LB-ESS in the three schemes.
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Figure 12. The SOC curves of SC-ESS in the latter two schemes.
As shown in Figures 9–12, the output power and SOC of each ESS in the three schemes are all
close to the permitted upper and lower limits of normal operation. By contrast, the output power and
SOC of ESSs given in Figures 6–8 above can’t do it, especially the SOC curves of SC-ESS. In other
words, the required performances of this application mode have been achieved by minimum power
rating and minimum storage capacity of the ESSs after optimization of the three schemes. The
advantages of technical complementary characteristics between energy-type energy storage and
power-type energy storage are given full play in the latter two schemes, and optimal configuration and
operation of the whole ESSs is achieved. Therefore, the scheme parameter combinations of this day as
shown in Table 3 can be accepted as optimal in a more intuitive expression.
7. Conclusions
A new index named ESS efficiency rate is proposed in this paper considering the characteristics of a
small-scale standalone microgrid for RAPS. The index reflects the common satisfaction of load
demands and maximized utilization of renewable energy. Compared with LOLP or LPSP, ESS
efficiency rate is more suitable as the constraint condition of ESS optimization analysis model in the
microgrid. At the same time, the second-level data of field measurement is used in optimization instead
of hour-level data making the analysis results more credible. Because the real time curves of output
power and SOC of SC-ESS can be obtained, although the duration of SC-ESS continuous discharge at
rate power is very short.
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With regard to the operating control of HESS, the coordinated control strategy based on state
cooperation is based on the basic control strategy considering power allocation only. The increased
measures in coordinated control strategy are status adjustment of SC-ESS, coordination of overcharge
and over-discharge protection, and coordination of maximum power limit protection. A numerical
example shows that, for different filter time constants, the power adjustment abilities of SC-ESS when
using coordinated control strategy are all significantly better than when using the basic control strategy.
Three different optimization objective functions are established in the optimization of HESS. The
impact of incomplete consideration of cost and life on overall performance of HESS is comparatively
analyzed. A numerical example shows that the cost of matched PCSs must be taken in account in the
optimization. Although the initial investment cost of HESS can be reduced when taking one-time
investment cost as optimization objective, the usage cost per unit time is unacceptable and the
optimized results when taking the loss equivalent cost of LB storage arrays as optimization objective
are approximately optimal. Only when considering the life quantification and cost equivalent of the
whole HESS, the optimized results can get the best technical and economic characteristics of HESS.
The different application schemes of ESS in practical projects are contrastively analyzed. The
analysis results show that, although the initial investment cost of SC-ESS increased newly based on
SESS increases, the total loss equivalent cost of ESSs in unit time decreases significantly. If HESS is
used directly, the total loss equivalent cost of ESSs can be further reduced. The ESS characteristics of
practical projects are considered, such as self-discharge of ESSs, PCSs to be standard equipment
packages, and so on. The analysis results have guiding significance and provide reference values for
ESS applications in existing and new projects.
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Nomenclature
PDG
PLD
Pnet_LD
Pout_ESS
RESS
ΔTcom
NT
Pref_ESS(n)
Pout_ESS(n)
Rset_ESS

Output power of distributed generations
Power demand of loads
Power demand of net loads
Output power of ESS
Effective rate of ESS
Time step of computation
Number of discrete data points in time T with in interval ᇞTcom
Output power reference of ESS at the nth time interval
Actual output power of ESS at the nth time interval
Setting constraint of ESS effective rate
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Cpen_ESS
F
Pclmt_ESS(n)
Pdlmt_ESS(n)
Pcmax_ESS
Pdmax_ESS
Er_ESS
Smax_ESS
Smin_ESS
SESS(n)
SESS(n-1)
σESS
ηc_ESS
ηd_ESS
PHESS
Pout_LB
Pout_SC
Tf
Tf0
ΔTf
Tfmin
Tfmax
SSC
Smin_SC
Smax_SC
SLBd_SC
SLBc_SC
ΔSco_SC
Er_LB
Cunit_LB
Er_SC
Cunit_SC
Cinitial_HESSarr
CPCS_LB
Cinitial_LB
CPCS_SC
Cinitial_SC
Cinitial_HESS
Larray_LB
M
ΔDLB(m)
Dlmt_LB
D1, D2

4822
Penalty cost without satisfying Rset_ESS
Fixed value much bigger than other cost
Charging power limit of ESS within the nth time interval
Discharging power limit of ESS within the nth time interval
Maximum charging power of ESS
Maximum discharging power of ESS
Rated storage capacity of ESS
Maximum SOC of ESS
Minimum SOC of ESS
SOC of ESS at the nth time interval moment
SOC of ESS at the n-1th time interval moment
Self-discharge rate of ESS
Charging efficiency of ESS
Discharging efficiency of ESS
Power command of HESS
Output power of LB-ESS
Output power of SC-ESS
Filter time constant
Initial value of Tf in power allocation
Adjustment step of Tf
Minimum of Tf Adjustment
Maximum of Tf Adjustment
SOC of SC-ESS
Minimum SOC of SC-ESS
Maximum SOC of SC-ESS
SOC control objective of SC-ESS when LB-ESS discharges
SOC control objective of SC-ESS when LB-ESS charges
SOC coordinated response margin of SC-ESS
Rated storage capacity of LB-ESS
Unit storage capacity cost of LB-ESS
Rated storage capacity of SC-ESS
Unit storage capacity cost of SC-ESS
Total initial investment cost of storage arrays in HESS
PCS cost of LB-ESS
Initial investment cost of LB-ESS
PCS cost of SC-ESS
Initial investment cost of SC-ESS
Initial investment cost of whole HESS
Lifetime loss coefficient of LB-ESS storage arrays
Number of time interval in the life quantification of LB-ESS storage arrays
Degenerate increment of LB-ESS storage capacity within the mth time interval
Degenerate limit of LB-ESS storage capacity
Intermediate variable of ΔDLB
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τ
Savg_LB
Sdev_LB
NLB
Tref
TLB
Ta_ref
Ta_LB
τlife_LB
KT, Kco, Kex, KSOC
Closs_LBarr
Larray_SC
Ncycle_SC
Ntotal_SC
Closs_SCarr
Lloss_PCS
T
Tlife_PCS
Closs_LB
Closs_SC
Closs_HESS
Copt1_HESS
Copt2_HESS
Copt3_HESS
Copt4_HESS
Pr_LB
Pr_SC
Pcmax_LB
Pdmax_LB
SLB
Smin_LB
Smax_LB
Pcmax_SC
Pdmax_SC
Copt_SESS
Copt_SAESS
Copt_HESS
Ctotal_SESS
Ctotal_SAESS
Ctotal_HESS
Pr_PCS

4823
Duration of the mth time interval
SOC average value of LB-ESS
SOC normalized deviation of LB-ESS
Equivalent throughput cycle of LB-ESS
Reference temperature in degrees centigrade
Operation temperature of LB-ESS storage arrays in degrees centigrade
Absolute temperature of Tref
Absolute temperature of TLB
Calendar lifetime estimate of LB-ESS storage arrays end of 80% initial capacity
Empirical constant of specific LB-ESS storage arrays
Loss equivalent cost of LB-ESS storage arrays
Lifetime loss coefficient of SC-ESS storage arrays
Charge and discharge cycles of SC-ESS storage arrays
Total charge and discharge cycles of SC-ESS storage arrays
Loss equivalent cost of SC-ESS storage arrays
Lifetime loss coefficient of PCS
Running time of PCS
Service lifetime of PCS
Loss equivalent cost of LB-ESS
Loss equivalent cost of SC-ESS
Loss equivalent cost of HESS
Considered cost of HESS under optimization objective 1
Considered cost of HESS under optimization objective 2
Considered cost of HESS under optimization objective 3
Considered cost of HESS under optimization objective 4
Rated output power of LB-ESS
Rated output power of SC-ESS
Maximum charging power of LB-ESS
Maximum discharging power of LB-ESS
SOC of LB-ESS
Minimum SOC of LB-ESS
Maximum SOC of LB-ESS
Maximum charging power of SC-ESS
Maximum discharging power of SC-ESS
Loss equivalent cost of SESS used only
Loss equivalent cost of SC-ESS increased newly
Loss equivalent cost of HESS used directly
Total initial investment cost of SESS used only
Total initial investment cost of SC-ESS increased newly
Total initial investment cost of HESS used directly
Rated power of PCS
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